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SLIM FOLIO FOR iPad (5TH AND 6TH GENERATION) Now you can enjoy laptop-like typing anywhere you take your
iPad (5th and 6th generation). SLIM FOLIO uses advanced BluetoothÂ® LE wireless for reliable, energy-efficient
connection that wonâ€™t drop between the iPad and keyboard.

Learn more about our product warranties. A special strap securely closes your iPad and keeps it closed while
being jostled around in your bag. Simply set up your connection once, and your keyboard will automatically
connect every time you place your iPad Pro into type mode. Now you can enjoy laptop-like typing anywhere
you take your tablet. Dedicated function and shortcuts keys for iOS, Android or Windows let you control the
tablet without leaving the keyboard. Your tablet is locked in the perfect typing position and stays firmly in
place even when typing on uneven surfaces like your lap. This light all-in-one case provides front and back
protection for your device and even features a convenient spot to charge and stow your Apple Pencil 2nd gen.
Read Mode: Fold the keyboard back to read books, articles, and more. Universal Folio also features an
integrated pencil holder to keep your stylus or pencil within easy reach as you swap in and out of tasks. Type
on your desk or your blue jeans Simply open the case and start typing. Key travel of 2 mm provides the
optimal depth for speed and comfort. Key Features Slim Folio Pro offers three unique modes to help you
accomplish any task more efficiently. Two-year battery life Ready when you need it, Universal Folio uses
replaceable coin cell battery to power the keyboard. We do, too. Setup is easyâ€”three simple steps take about
a minute to complete. Then remove iPad Pro from the dock to put the keys to sleep. Our premium keyboards
are designed with a scissor mechanism beneath each key to deliver the perfect bounce every time for fast,
accurate typing. Specifications The new indispensable tool for tablet lovers Universal Folio takes mobile
computing to a new level. Type Mode: Just dock the keyboard upright and type away. The latch also features a
convenient storage loop for Apple Pencil 2nd gen and other digital pencils. Thanks to a smart power
management system, it lasts up to 2 years without a need to replace it. Built for years of everyday use, it
features durable materials that hold up to constant use and occasional mishaps. Its durable, spill-resistant shell
protects your tablet during daily use. When you're done drawing, slip Apple Pencil into the magnetic latch to
prevent it from being knocked loose during travel. Outer fabric is smooth and soft to the touch.


